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PaintShop Pro• 

The ultimate creative bundle
Get all the color and brightness you?ve been missing! From one-click fixes to advanced photo editing,
PaintShop®Pro 2022 Ultimate makes it all happen faster with AI-powered features and an exclusive bonus pack of
premium software. All assembled with your specific needs in mind, the Ultimate items include Highlight Reel,
MultiCam Capture?Lite, Painter® Essentials? 8, Sea-to-Sky? Workspace, PhotoMirage? Express, and Corel®
AfterShot? 3, and the Corel Creative Collection. A positive experience from start to finish, you can produce results
that are as unique as your images. Real. Intelligent. Creative.
Exclusive Ultimate Bonus Software Collection:
1.  NEW! Highlight Reel
Creating quick videos showing off the highlights of your latest adventure just got a whole lot easier with new smart
movie creator?Highlight Reel. Simply import your photos/videos and Highlight Reel will analyze and extract the
best parts and compile them together for you, following the beat of the music. Creating videos to share your
everyday moments just got easier.
2.  NEW! MultiCam Capture?Lite
Engage your viewers, grow your audience, and capture video with MultiCam Capture Lite. Easily create how-to
videos, gaming videos, record product demos, and more, with one easy-to-use recording software.
3.  NEW! Painter®Essentials? 8
Enjoy fun and uncomplicated painting software for beginners that will inspire you to experiment and fall in love
with digital painting. Sketch, draw and paint away on a blank canvas using realistic brushes or dabble in exclusive
image-based AI and cloning art.
4.  Sea-to-Sky? Workspace
Let your adventure begin as you enhance your photos taken from the depths of the sea to the highest clouds in the
sky. Make seamless corrections and creative improvements with a custom set of tools and relive your most
memorable moments to the fullest.
5.  PhotoMirage? Express
Effortlessly transform any image into a mesmerizing animation in a matter of minutes with PhotoMirage Express.
Bringing your photos to life is ridiculously easy and addictively fun an dsharing your masterpieces on social media
is a breeze. Use PhotoMirage Express to create awe-inspiring photo animations that captivate, engage, and transfix.
6.  Corel®AfterShot? 3
Quickly learn professional-grade RAW photo editing and take control of very large photo collections with Corel
AfterShot 3. Make easy corrections and enhancements andsave time with batch processing tools that let you apply
adjustments to one or thousands of photos at once.
7.  Corel®Creative Collection
Expand your creative capabilities with dozens of brushes, textures, and over 100 royalty-free backgrounds.
Enhance your photo projects with playful designs, flowers, sunsets, and more, along with an array of lively
brushstrokes.
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